
GODS EYES 1111 

Chapter 1111 Becoming One with the Universe 

Jason had multiple reasons to be eager to get his hands on the Abandoned Universe. 

First of all, the Abandoned Universe was the universe with the highest number of planets among all five 

Universes! 

The number of living beings in the Abandoned Universe was not the highest, but that was mostly due to 

the fact that the vast majority of planets in the Abandoned Universe had not awakened their planetary 

heart of cultivation yet. 

This could be done artificially, but nobody bothered to do so as it required the energy of the universe 

itself. 

It would be counter-effective to use up Origin energy without actually knowing if the results would be 

advantageous or detrimental. 

However, that was just for ordinary existences, and not the case for Jason. 

He didn't want to devour the Core of the Abandoned Universe, either! 

Instead, his plan was to bind the entire Abandoned Universe to his soul, to nurture the whole Universe, 

and to receive a tiny soul amplification from all living beings and the planets within the universe! 

By binding the Universe itself to his soul, Jason would only be able to establish a connection with the 

Abandoned Universe, and the planets in it. 

Thus, it was impossible for him to get a proper soul amplification from the beings that lived on the said 

planet. 

But this was something Jason, Kyle, and Yan had already spoken about. 

Right now, he was only in need of gaining control over the Universe itself. 

This was enough for him to close the unstable Veils and to stagnate the rather stable gates as well. 

With his current strength and control over Origin energy, binding Shima, or one of the other three 

Universe's cores to his soul might as well result in a backlash. 

Only the Abandoned Universe seemed to be compatible with the plan Jason had in mind as well as the 

necessity to be able to control the Universe instantaneously. 

Understanding that it would take some time before he would be able to perfect his control over the 

Universe, Jason quickly put his hands on the blueish glowing Orb that was, in fact, the Core of the 

Abandoned Universe. 

In an instant, Jason felt a distinct connection to the Abandoned Universe's core, which caused him to 

smile brightly as he released his domain. 

Afterward, he inserted his emotions into the domain, and as a result, it began to shine brightly, just to 

tightly envelop the Universe's core. 



It was almost as if the Celestia domain hugged the Core of the Abandoned Universe tightly, to hold it 

safely and to keep it away from all kinds of dangers. 

Merely a few seconds later Jason noticed a reaction of the Universe's core, which gave him the 

reassurance he required. 

Taking a few deep breaths, Jason led several strands of his soul inside the Universe's core. 

In the first few seconds, he was rejected and pushed back as his infiltration was something unexpected 

for the core. 

The Abandoned Universe's sentience had expected to get devoured, for its time to end, which was why 

it had retaliated. 

However, this was not the case, which it only noticed much later. 

Jason tried to bind the Abandoned Universe's Core to his soul, which was certainly not easy. 

After all, he was trying to establish a distinct soul connection with the entire Universe, just like that. 

Under normal circumstances, Jason would be fine if that step were to take several centuries, as long as 

everything would work out the way he wanted to. 

However, this was not possible anymore because time was ticking, which was why he rushed things a 

little bit. 

He released several soul threads through his body followed by his Celestia domain accepting the 

Universe's core in its entirety. 

All six God's Halos began to rotate, while the shapeless God's Halo started to shroud the Universe's core. 

Time passed slowly, and Jason's conscience entered the thoughts of the Abandoned Universe as he 

accepted it in its entirety. 

Whether it was flaws or perks, every single inch of it belonged to him as well. 

Because he was the Abandoned Universe, and the Abandoned Universe was him! 

In the end, more than half a year had passed in the blink of an eye, and Jason found himself in an empty 

void. 

In fact, Jason was not even sure how he had found his way to the Abandoned Universe's Core in the first 

place. 

This would make it quite difficult for him to leave if he were to bother about finding a way outside. 

After all, there was no exit in the separate space the Universe cores were located. 

One would either have to tear the separate space open by force or be invited to the core of the 

Universe. 

In case of the latter, one would have to accept the invitation before he or she would be simply 

teleported through space. 



This was exactly what had happened to Jason. 

And now he had to leave, which was also not further problematic for him as his work here was done. 

After all, he became one with the Abandoned Universe's core that resided right next to his soul world 

core. 

Their connection was unique, and Jason presumed that his soul world core, the mana core, and the Core 

of the Universe would soon start merging to become one entity. 

It would complete his transformation into a Primordial God, even if it meant that he had accepted the 

weakest Universe cores of the five merged Universes. 

But that was perfectly fine as Jason had been aware of this from the beginning. 

In fact, he was pretty sure that the Abandoned Universe was perfect for him, and his plan as its perks 

were pretty simple. 

Instead of a mana core, cultivators of the path of Maest had a Mana sea! 

Because of this, one's talent was related to the purity of the mana that was housed in their Mana sea. 

But what would happen if one could actively increase the purity of one's mana core? 

Increasing Cultivators' mana purity while they were still in the stage where they constructed their 

foundation? Was that even possible? 

Jason, Kyle, and Yan were pretty sure that it was, which was why it would be possible to create highly 

talented Cultivators as long as they reached a high, or possibly, perfect mana purity! 

Yet, were they supposed to make it easy for others to purify their mana so that everyone had a shot at 

becoming a mighty cultivator? No, definitely not! 

After all, the resources required to become a God were highly precious and devastatingly high, so 

wasting these items on certain existences such as cowardly Primordials had shown everyone that they 

had to be careful with who they picked next. 

As such, only the brave, headstrong, and the most extraordinary existences should be able to attain a 

perfect mana purity. 

Meanwhile, even other existences would be able to attain Godhood, even if they were imperfect. 

This was something Jason realized when he sensed every single existence in the Abandoned Universe. 

There were DemiGods, whose mana purity didn't exceed 85%, which was something one could easily 

obtain with what he had planned. 

As such, Jason had to tweak his plan once again as it looked like a perfect mastery that turned ordinary 

beings into existences that were on par with Royal Primordials!! 

Of course, that was something Jason couldn't prove for now, but he was pretty sure that everything he 

wanted to achieve was possible. 



After all, he could clearly sense what the Abandoned Universe was capable of, and it made him more 

than happy to have chosen to bind its core to his soul!! 

'Let's go, and meet the other Gods!' 

Chapter 1112 The Start of a New Era 

By easily leaving the separate space, Jason appeared above thousands of Gods. 

He looked at them with a calm expression, just to notice that there were quite a few existences that had 

yet to attain Godhood. 

Jason knew that his father had already moved towards Jennifer because the number of Vile existences 

all around the merged Universe had increased drastically. 

Thus, he was able to see Jennifer, whom he teleported towards without hesitation. 

It was easy for him to ignore all the beings around him as he hugged her tightly. 

One could easily tell that she was pregnant by looking at her round belly, and the energy that radiated 

from her was also distinct, clearly indicating that the baby would be powerful. 

However, when the other Gods saw Jason, the Celestia halfling, who also had the capabilities of a Primal 

human as well, everyone halted in their tracks. 

The entire Celestia race stared at him, slowly realizing whose baby was growing in Jennifer's womb. 

Anger and hatred could be seen within the eyes of the Celestia race, but it was just a moment later that 

Royal Celestia God Yaldra appeared next to his son and Jennifer. 

He looked at them with a gentle smile, his love for both of them evident in his expressions before he 

turned around to avert his head and look at the Celestia race. 

It was just a moment later that his anger swept through his aura. This was more than enough of a 

warning that he wouldn't let anyone attack a member of his family. 

But it was just a moment later that Jason let go of Jennifer before he caressed her cheek with his right 

hand. 

Turning around a few seconds later, Jason smiled at all present beings of the Celestia race before he 

loudly announced. 

"My Son won't be a member of the Celestia race. If you didn't notice it yet, his mana fluctuations clearly 

show that his bloodlines have merged. 

So he is not a Celestia, is that clear?!" 

The last words were something Jason spit out in anger as tremendous waves of Origin energy radiating 

from him. 

With the Core of the Abandoned Universe in his body, he could make use of the entire energy the 

Abandoned Universe possessed to unleash a massacre. 



This would usually take eons to achieve, and even the Old Primordial God took several million years 

before he achieved what Jason did easily. 

Furthermore, by using the 2nd God's Halo's [Soul Support] he was able to use the energy of the beings 

he bound to himself. 

And this included the Abandoned Universe as well! 

As such, owing to his soul awakening, he was able to use something even the Old Primordial God took 

an eternity to learn to control. 

The moment he released his Origin energy, everyone's attention was finally on him. 

Even Kyle, Yan, and the other Primordial God Candidates couldn't help but smile wryly as they sensed 

the terrifying strength that radiated from him. 

"Look like he really did it…in half a year at that. He is a monster among monsters…" Yan commented in 

surprise before shaking his head and averting his attention to the UTC phones. 

They had been of much more use than he had expected. 

And his expectations had already been vast. 

As such, Yan was pretty sure that the future would be much brighter than he could have hoped for. 

"Maybe…once we defeat all the Vile existences in the merged Universe, and Jason closes the Veils, we 

will enter an Era of peace?" 

Yan spoke in a barely audible voice, and the only ones capable of hearing him were Kyle and the other 

Primordial God Candidates. 

Some of them were uncertain about Yan's words, while Kyle could only smile faintly. 

"I really don't like to say this, but he is the key to everything…so if he is really capable of using his 

Dimensions, and the Abandoned Universe to his advantage, the entire merged Universe will blossom!" 

After Kyle said this, a few seconds passed in silence before a demon-like Primordial God Candidate 

stated his opinion, 

"I guess, we can already be glad to be able to help in any way…if your Inheritance can find some 

promising seedlings, we might not even be needed anymore…maybe it will finally be time for some of us 

to leave… My old friend has already left, so I might as well join the Old Primordial God soon…" 

His words were filled with relief, which was something none of the Primordial God Candidates had ever 

heard the Oldest of the Primordial God Candidates say. 

"Devourer of the Seven Sins…to think that I will hear something like this from you…I expected you to 

desire to devour an entire Universe on your own. 

Was it not your plan to become a Primordial God on your own?" A young-looking woman, with sapphire-

colored reptilian eyes asked while smiling faintly. 

She was also at ease after seeing how terrifying Jason's strength had become. 



It was certainly enough for him to be their leader in their fight against the Veils, which meant that they 

could focus on finding ways to support Jason in any way. 

And nurturing the Abandoned Universe seemed to be the best way to achieve this. 

At least, if the report of Kyle and Yan was truly correct. 

"To think that he wants to use the Dungeon of the Primordial Descendant's AI, alter it, and create a 

support system to nurture the perfect Gods…That is crazy…but it might work" A burly man, with dark-

crimson skin said, several horns protruding out of his head. 

Just at this moment, Kyle couldn't help but sigh deeply. His gaze was fixated on Jason, who was 

surrounded by his lover, and his father. 

"I wonder what the Primordial Dimensions will look like…" 

Jason had already noticed the fixated gazes of the Primordial God Candidates on him. 

As such, he smiled lightly at Jennifer before he nodded to his father, just to disappear from his earlier 

location. 

He reappeared in the middle of the Primordial God Candidates, with a bright smile on his face. 

Everyone's attention was drawn to him, just for the Chaos Beast God's voice to resound in his mind. 

[I sense your grandparents!] 

Hearing this, Jason couldn't help but be astonished, but before he could ask anything, the Chaos Beast 

God made him move his body towards the Primal humans. 

All of a sudden, he looked in a particular direction with wide eyes. 

'Is that why the Primal humans called me Stella during the Tournament of the new Gods?' 

It was truly unexpected for him to encounter his grandparents right now. Jason wanted to start 

searching for them once everything was over, but it looked like the Royal Primalium, whom he had 

encountered during the Tournament, brought the two Agran with him. 

They were not Gods, but Jason could tell that their talent was high enough to become Gods as long as 

they lived long enough. 

'They're alive…' Jason thought in relief. His heart was palpitating though he was finally able to see them. 

Smiling at the two Agrans whom he saw smiling back at him, Jason couldn't help but change his 

introduction. 

He clearly knew who the two Agrans were, and seeing that both Jennifer and Yaldra approached them, 

his Celestia domain expanded. 

In the following seconds, his unbending joy reacted with his domain, only for the Abandoned Universe's 

core to pulsate once as his domain enveloped the entire merged Universe in its entirety. 

"Hello everyone, my name is Jason Stella. 



I'm the new Primordial God of the Abandoned Universe, a former halfling, The Ruler of Chaos, and the 

wielder of God's Eyes. 

My father is Royal Celestia God Yaldra, the Chief-Guardian of the Veils, and…my mother's name is Mina 

Stella…" 

He said a few more words but didn't recall what they were as his attention was on the two Agrans, 

which he recognized as his very own grandparents. 

They looked at him in shock the moment they heard his family name, just to hear the name of their very 

own daughter. 

"Is…that really…???" Unable to say anything else, the old woman's legs gave in as she started to sob. 

She never knew that her daughter had been pregnant. The only thing she had known for sure was that 

Mina died a millennia ago. 

Since then, her life had been dull and monochromatic as if all the joy had disappeared from the world. 

There was only something she couldn't truly understand as it was almost like the universe prevented her 

from dying. 

However, the moment she saw Jason and heard his words, everything made sense. 

Just a moment later, a pregnant woman appeared next to the old Agran. 

It was Jennifer, who bend down towards her. She ignored all the discomfort to help the old woman in 

getting up from the ground, just for Yaldra to appear behind them. 

"She…carries Jason's child…your grand grandchild…" Yaldra could only say without daring to look in the 

eyes of Mina's parents. 

He hadn't been able to protect Mina, which was his biggest regret in life. If he could revive her by 

sacrificing his own life, he would do so without hesitation. 

But that was not possible, and all he could do now was biting his lower lip. 

All of a sudden, he felt a big hand on his shoulder, before he heard the words, 

"We know you did your best. It's fine." 

Looking up, Yaldra stared into the deep golden eyes of the old man, who gave him a look of 

understanding. 

Upon seeing the way Mina's parents easily forgive him, he felt as if the biggest burden of his life had 

been lifted off his chest and he could breathe free. His lips trembled as his emotions were fully 

unleashed and soon tears trickled down his cheeks. 

It was an emotional reunion and after seeing all of this, Jason's smile turned even brighter as he 

promised himself one thing. 

[I will never let go of any of you EVER again!!] 



With this promise, an entire new Era began in the merged Universe, an Era filled with peace, with even 

more dangers that lurked in the darkness of the unknown Universe and opportunities that were bound 

to be unveiled to them. 

The only difference from before was that it was not only Jason's fight anymore! 

It was a fight of the entire merged Universe and of all the Universes that were bound to connect with 

Shima! 

Chapter 1113 Primordial Dimensions 

Years passed by, and the threat posed by the Vile existences reached an all-time low. 

Ever since the five Universes had merged, the Vile existences had reached out for the merged Universe 

and were trying to devour it with all their might. 

Their deepest desires were hidden, and only they themselves knew the truth behind their reasons. 

But even if they had a good reason to pursue their plans to devour the merged Universe, it was not as if 

Jason or the Primordial God Candidates would remain idle. 

On the contrary, their efforts to annihilate every single Vile existence had increased manyfold. 

Meanwhile, Jason used a portion of his strength to seal the unstable Veils which led to a rapid decrease 

in his strength. 

However, this didn't really bother him as his strength was manifold higher than that of everyone else' 

He could use the entire Abandoned Universe's Origin energy, which made it easy for him to exterminate 

his opponents as well as close the Veils. 

Only a relatively small number of Veils remained, and they were under constant surveillance of, at least, 

one God. 

Meanwhile, every existing God in the known Universe was given a UTC phone in order to reach the 

restricted Veils if necessary. 

This made things much easier for every living being in the merged Universe as they were free of the 

threat of the beings emerging from the Veils. 

An Era of peace was ushered in, and the Universe began to blossom once again. 

But Jason and the others weren't gonna slack off and trust that their future would be bright. 

They knew that they had to take Nial's warning seriously. 

More dangerous beings than the Veil's Primordial God existed. 

They were hiding in the darkness, and roaming through other Universes. Maybe they were even 

somewhere entirely different, at places that were ought to be impossible to reach. 

Nobody could know where dangers were lurking and it was now the task of Jason and everyone else to 

get stronger, and to increase the numbers of their brave and powerful Gods! 



With the use of Sira's fortelling Blessing, Jason was always trying to look into the future. 

He wanted to be able to tell when exactly an attack was going to happen. 

However, he was never able to catch even the faintest glimpse of the Veils or things related to the Vile 

existences. 

This was not something Jason could change, but it was still somewhat frustrating as numerous other 

futures or potential paths of a future were unveiled in front of him. 

Because he was unable to tell the exact future, Jason focused on working together with the other 

Primordial God Candidates and nourishing the Abandoned Universe in an insane way. 

Their plan was to create a system with which they would use a highly developed AI that was derived 

from the combination of various ingredients such as Dungeon of the Primordial Descendant's AI, Jason's 

Soul Dimensions, Kyle's nurture ability, and the active support of all Primordial God Candidates, the 

Primordials and many more! 

Making use of the reason and the functions behind the UTC phone, Jason altered numerous things over 

hundreds of years. 

And finally, after an unknown amount of time, he completed it! 

The moment he finished creating the system he presumed to be close to perfection, the first 

Dimensional portal that led straight to his Soul Dimension was born. It led to the starting of an entirely 

new time for the Abandoned Universe… the Universe that looked the least as if it had been abandoned. 

After all, the one and only Primordial God had bound it to his soul, and not any other Universe! 

And with the Dimension portal, a link to his soul was born which was oddly similar to a soul connection. 

That meant, that every single being, who would accept the system he provided, would be linked to his 

soul. 

The connection was nothing noteworthy, but Jason received a soul amplification of 0.01% of their 

strength, and he didn't feel much when these beings met their deaths. 

He then continued to create numerous cultivation and martial art techniques, thereby perfecting his 

creation…and the Primordial Dimensions were born! 

Jason lost track of time as he worked on many things he had to pay attention to. 

His son was born, and Jason lived a quiet relaxed life. 

Fighting was not the most important task on his agenda anymore, and his focus was averted to 

strengthening the Abandoned Universe, to create more and stronger Gods, whether they belonged to 

the Common races or Ancient races! 

The strength of all beings as well as the worlds themselves was bound to be provided to him if only a 

small percentage. 



As such, it was not surprising for him to see another True God, with the potential to become Primordial 

God, when they looked into the future. 

It was a human, a perfectly ordinary existence, whom he had allowed to become unparalleled due to the 

creation of his system. 

This told Jason that his efforts had been fruitful and that everything he did had been correct. 

However, it was just a moment later that another image appeared in his mind, which led him to 

subconsciously mumble. 

"A…second system? Where did he get that from?" 

Afterward, numerous pictures that were related to different existences entered his mind. 

They showed him different scenarios, including ginormous battlefields, destroyed planets, and even the 

annihilation of some races. 

Even without the existence of the Veils, it was a common occurrence where planets were occasionally 

destroyed, and the races that once inhabited them were wiped off completely. 

It was not something one saw every few years, but it was not exactly surprising for him to see all of this. 

Only the beings that were related to all of the pictures that entered his mind caused him to feel a little 

bit weird. 

But even in his confusion, Jason knew that only the future could tell what exactly was going to happen. 

He couldn't see farther into the future, but that was not something he was all that bothered about 

because he knew that everyone important to him was by his side! 

Looking around himself, he saw his soulbonds, his grandparents, Yaldra, Jennifer, and his little baby that 

had grown up to be a formidable man. 

A faint golden stigma was engraved on his head and was gleaming brightly. 

"Let's give our best to create the strongest Universe, and to end the terror of the veils…once and for 

all!" 

 


